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Abstract. Outlier detection is an important field of data mining, which is widely used in credit card fraud detection, network intrusion detection, etc. A kind of high dimensional data similarity metric function and the concept of class density are given in the paper, basing on the combination of hierarchical clustering and similarity, as well as outlier detection algorithm about similarity measurement is presented after the redefinition of high dimension density outliers is put. The algorithm has some value for outliers detection of high dimensional data set in view of experimental result.

Introduction

Outlier detection is important field in data mining after Outlier was defined by Hawkings[1], namely An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by different mechanism. Outliers are probably generated because of measurement or executed error, etc, as the same time it could be considered as noise generally or decreased its effect in view of revised outlier value in order to pretreat data set. Outlier data is not error data because it probably contains important information, so that it is key object in data analysis, such as credit card fraud detection and disaster prediction as well as terror activity security[2,3]. Outlier detection firstly appeared in statistics[4], then was introduced to data mining by Knorr[2]. At present Outlier detection methods have mainly five kinds, namely method basing on statistics, method basing on depth, method basing on clustering, method basing on density and method basing on distance.

At present outlier detection, integrating cluster analysis and distance, is ordinary. Clustering algorithms about high dimension data set and large-scale data set are mainly subspace cluster algorithm and object similarity algorithm, such as CLIQUE[5] and PROCLUS[6]. Subspace cluster algorithm is a valid approach to carry out clustering for high dimension data set, namely a kind of extension to traditional clustering algorithm, and its kernel method is locally search in part dimension.

On the other hand, clustering algorithms basing on object similarity have mainly graph partition algorithm basing on SL tree and HETIS algorithm[3,8]. Their defects produce more noise in high dimension harnessing distance measure to similarity among objects in light of point sparseness of high dimension space[2,3,8].

A new method of outlier detection basing on similarity measure is given in this paper after the combination of hierarchical clustering and similarity are considered. In light of the method, a new concept of similarity measure function and genus density in high dimension data is given so that outlier basing on genus density in high dimension data space is defined and accordingly a new outlier detection algorithm about high dimension data space, in which clustering of high dimension data is put up and outlier detection is based on genus density, is designed.

Similarity measure function

Similarity among data is given in light of distance among data traditionally, but similarity among data in light of distance is invalid in high dimension space because of dimensionality disaster problem[9]. Many scholars considered similarity function Lately, such as literature[2]. In the literature[2], similarity function is defined as

$$F(X_1, X_2) = \sin(x_1, x_2)$$

namely
In the paper, a new similarity function is considered as $F(X_1, X_2)$, namely

$$F(X_1, X_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{d} m_i}{d}$$

Function $F(X_1, X_2)$ is validated similarity function as following:

$$0 \leq F(X_1, X_2) \leq 1;$$

If $F(X_1, X_2) = 1$, $X_1 = X_2$;

$F(X_1, X_2) = F(X_2, X_1)$;

Basing on the definition of similarity function of literature [8], Function $F(X_1, X_2)$ is similarity function. $X_1 = (x_{11}, x_{12}, \ldots, x_{1d})$ and $X_2 = (x_{21}, x_{22}, \ldots, x_{2d})$, $M = (m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_d)$, $m_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_{ij}$, data set $S = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_N\}$

**Genus density definition**

Data $X_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$) is $d$ dimension data and clustered $k$ clusters $LC = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k\}$, then genus density of $C_i$ is defined as $dest(C_i) = \frac{|C_i|}{N}$, $|C_i|$ is the number of data in $C_i$. outlier basing on genus density outlier basing on genus density is data in $C_i$ when $dest(C_i) < t$ and $t$ is a given threshold value.

**Outlier Detection Algorithm Basing on Similarity Measurement and genus density**

Data $X_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$) is $d$ dimension data, compute the value of $F(X_1, X_2)$. A formula of similarity among clusters is the following as: $s(P, Q) = \min\{s(x, y) \mid x \in P, y \in Q\}$ [3], $s(x, y)$ is the value of similarity between data $X$ and data $Y$. Concrete algorithm is the following:

**Step 1** classify data set

1. calculate compute the value of $F(X_1, X_2)$
2. initialize every data into a class
3. unite two classes when $s(P, Q) = \min\{s(x, y) \mid x \in P, y \in Q\} \geq r$, $r$ is a given threshold value.
4. repeat 3 until all $s(P, Q) = \min\{s(x, y) \mid x \in P, y \in Q\} < r$, $r$ is a given threshold value.
5. output all classes.

**Step 2** $t$ is a given threshold value

For $i=1:k$

$dest(C_i) = \frac{|C_i|}{N}$

If $dest(C_i) < t$

Then $C_i$ is outlier class and output it

Endif
Endfor
Algorithm complexity analysis

Time complexity about clustering algorithm of similarity measure in literature [11] is $O(n^3)$, but time complexity about outlier detection algorithm basing on similarity measurement and genus density is $O(n)$ at the same time it can detect outliers of data set basing on threshold value easily.

Experiment data analysis

Experiment program in the paper is written by Matlab7.0 and realized through CPU of AMD Anthon 64 2.91GHz, at the same time experiment data is breast-cancer-wisconsin data from UCI, especially 0 represents special symbols. In the paper, outlier detection is discussed under the condition of threshold value $r$ given. Experiment result is the following table 1 and table2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>$r=0.8, t=0.05$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>datasize</td>
<td>number clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>$r=0.8, t=1/N$, $N$ is the number of data in experiment set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data size</td>
<td>number clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The threshold value $t$ has large influence on outlier detection in view of list 1 and list 2 under the condition of the same dimension and threshold value, on the other hand threshold value $t$ is bigger when experiment set is bigger, vice versa. If $t=1/N$ and $N$ is the number of data in experiment set, the ratio of number of outlier is relatively stable with addition of the number of data in experiment set.

Summary

A new method of outlier detection basing on similarity measure is given in this paper after the combination of hierarchical clustering and similarity are considered. The number of Outliers in data set varies with threshold value $t$. In the future, similarity measure function must be optimized in order to detect outliers accurately.
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